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Abstract

Effective Software development is a very complex task. When this task span over large geographical regions with different cultures, it becomes very critical maintaining every task and making proper co-ordination among them. For coming decades, considering different web technologies and other emerging technologies, developers will need a robust and secure development environment for proper combination with collaboration tools having existing social and technical elements. Again this software engineering environment should ensure participation of individuals such a way that their potential get full force workable mode. This environment should also face time critical project management issues having high risk at different stages. Fast and cost effective development also requires use of off the shelf resources. In this paper, a software engineering environment is proposed for coming days considering all these issues hoping that, it will serve as a primary standard of development environment while meeting all demands of developers.
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1. Introduction

Software development is an art and is a layered process in which everything from software management to development is deeply studied, analyzed, implemented, evaluated and tested before the use of the product in the real world. Developing and maintaining a software project needs substantial effort, preplanning and management. Software failure [17] rate on different projects indicates that we need robust disciplined software engineering environment. Impact of better software engineering environment tremendously helps to develop and deliver better quality product in a much better way than traditional process or environment. Developing software in an agile way can ensure successful integration with legacy infrastructure. Application of
Information Technology will help people solving their different problems in real life situation if an easy interface can be provided. Designing large effective software is not a task that can be done sitting in a desk and working one night. Software development currently in many forms where distributive development [1][2] is suitable for fast, module and coherent development. For large enough development we need strategy of co-ordination within the structure of development environment for social and technical collaboration [3].


2. Related Works

Different people and organization from different countries and cultures contribute in this fascinating field; Ricardo de Almeida Falbo says software engineering systems are systems to develop and maintain software development and maintenance, they provide means to integrate developers with the software process and the supporting technology. These models provide a platform to provide all the domain and case tools for the software environment [23]. Emily Navarro et.al says that most of the time software engineering knowledge is made limited to only books and classroom, it is not practiced in the real world like other engineering disciplines. Most of the work is made limited only to books and written work of requirements gathering and test cases written only [24]. We can also mention tremendous contribution from Software Engineering Institute [26].

3. Problems On Software Development

Some problems to be mentioned on developing software especially in large distributed fashion are like: task scheduling, project management, dynamic nature of software requirements, resource management, risk management, testing strategy, distributed nature of development [27][28], planning, effective tracking, quality assurance [29], realistic schedules, coding conventions, co-ordination problem [32] etc [30][31][32].

4. Our Proposed See Architecture

Software architecture is the core element in software development. This paper is based on the basics of software development. Here, a proposed architecture be given that is designed for simple software development suitable for meeting need of coming decades. It has few modules which are interlinked to each other. First layer is User’s layer, second is Client side coordination layer and third one is Server side.

All these layers are interlinked and interdependent on each other where these web repositories are connected to the server and Client layer through web cloud.

A customer side is based on many modules like design, human resource management system where this system is linked to a server which keeps all record of the events and actions done on the client layer. These software repositories provide sessions to the clients through web.

Abbreviation for describing figure 1.

WSD = WORKFLOW SUPPORT DATABASE

The WSD is an extending database technology that will support process-centralized environments. It can be used in other environment and database platforms and can be modified independently.
PMT = PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOL

The PMT will help to manage and incorporate the project conveniently. It will help to organize key files, keep track of what the team is working on, never ever miss any information, lay out milestones and deadlines, and get regular feedback to make sure everything all right to deliver a better product.

PDT = PROCESS DEFINITION TOOL

With each passing day of today’s business world, the need of improvement in workflow is felt frequently, which indicates high requirements to the PDT. The PDT is used to create workflow process definitions. PDT will create it by defining the transitions between activities in a workflow. PDT also allows to view a version of the workflow process definition.

It will check the process definition and report any error for transitions, for activities or for workflow process.

WH = WORKFLOW HANDLER

WH are fairly simple classes that interact with the service layer.

WE = WORKFLOW ENGINE

WE is an application that organizes business processes. Being a key element in workflow technology, it makes use of a database server efficiently. It automate the flow of activities, reducing the time took to complete and errors caused by human interaction. Workflows help business users and processes to reflect changes in the business and to work together to modify systems. WE also makes processes more efficient by ensuring that every process step is monitored in time and optimized for maximum output. Using WE, workers can make smarter decisions.

EE = EVENT ENGINE

The EE is a collection of objects that manage access to a list of extended events and enable processing event data.

WMS = WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

WMS is a piece of software which provides an environment to monitor and execute workflows. In other words, the Workflow Management System ensures an infrastructure where higher precision and better quality of experimental data can be executed. A workflow management system ensures an environment for the set-up and monitoring of works, arranged as a workflow. Workflow management systems also automate redundant tasks and allow the user to define different workflows for different types of processes. The workflow system ensures that the employees assigned for the next work are notified by the proper data they need to execute.

CS = COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Today's communication systems have become very complex. Communication systems in software engineering is the design, development and maintenance of technology for communications in a wide range. To be successful in the field, first we need to discern the needs of the organization for which systems are being developed. Then we need to ensure that all elements of the system are properly connected and installed. The process will then involve monitoring, repairing and upgrading the system to ensure it as efficient as possible.
WPMS = WORK PRODUCT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

WPMS system is a key tool in enabling a company to service the global clients. The integration of the employees within a work product management system, in addition to having the capacity to improve one document and populate another document, would be of great value to a professional. To manage work product efficiently and effectively, an improved work product management system would be very helpful to the professionals.

HRMS = HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

A HRMS refers to the systems and processes that combines many human resources functions including payroll, administration, recruiting, training and performance analysis into one package. HRMS connects human resource management and information technology through HR software. When an organization wants to reduce its manual workload and processes, they choose to replace certain processes with various levels of HRMS systems. The function of the Human Resources Management System involves tracking employee abilities, skills, salary, histories and their accomplishments. The linkage of its human resource and financial through one database is the most important distinction to the developed predecessors, which makes this software application both rigid and flexible.

GDSS = GROUP DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

GDSS is commonly defined as a collection of procedures, software and hardware designed for the automated support of group work. Using a GDSS, group members may rank solution alternatives, edit group documents, exchange comments or perform some other type of group work. GDSS are used to support customized projects requiring group work, input to a group and various types of meeting protocols. GDSS proponents claim that these sorts of technologies can support project collaboration through the enhancement of digital communication with various tools. GDSS is specifically engineered to support a team or other group. GDSS improved the organization of the decision-making process. GDSS helps a team of decision-makers solve problems and make choices. GDSS are targeted to supporting groups in analyzing problem situations and in performing group decision-making tasks.

SN = SOCIAL NETWORK

Social network analysis tools to adapt this architecture with development methods and to take right organizational decision upon collaboration.

SF = SESSION FACILITATOR

SF clarify the purpose of the session and the value participants will gain from attending. Session facilitator create an environment for open exploration of ideas in which all participants are comfortable expressing their opinions. Session facilitator also keep the discussion focused on the topic so that the learning objectives can be achieved within the allotted time.

SP = SESSION PARTICIPANTS

SP mobilizes presenters around a particular topic.
5. Short Description

This Web Based Cloud Framework [11] for “agile software engineering practice” [33] will help us to think of a development component that is at the same time “IDE” and “BROWSER” [11]. Careful use of ‘off the shelf’ component of Software Repository, while balancing individual potential [12] on productivity within “the architecture of participation” [34], that will lead developing “Softer Software [35]” for industry standard development. Through Social Network [4] Analysis, being aware of collaboration and co-ordination type( centralized , Centro-Multiple , Multiple , Multiple Distributed, Distributed) [35],communication pattern ( expertise communication , co-ordination communication ) [36][37], it will be possible to make distributed software processes [38] as middleware and ensure effective risk management [39]. “GDSS” [40] will be used for team meeting (e.g. with stakeholders to do electronic brainstorming), requirements management [1], multidimensional separation of concerns [7] and for various decision related purposes [41].

6. Explanation

On server side, workflow database is kept for different level of access. Project management tool, process definition tool, workflow handler, workflow engine interact for data and information storing or retrieval purposes online and in updated form. On client side co-ordination layer, event engine interact with project management tool, process definition tool and workflow handler while built in communication system
communicate with workflow engine communication tool and also with other sites and teams may be geographically dispersed. For co-ordination, workflow management system in client side co-ordination layer interact with communication system and event engine. Event engine synchronize with work product management system, human resource management system and with group decision support system. Group decision support system is a parallel combination of intelligence, design and choice. This capabilities enables group decision support system to properly interact in exchanging information and relevant data with session facilitator from client side co-ordination layer. One another element in client side co-ordination layer is social network analysis tools that interact with different web technologies (suitable for web2.0 [4]). Session facilitator keep track of session participants. In this way, social network analysis tools will be able to get relevant information on emergent people, new suitable technologies, software repository and its usability etc. At last, after a rough analysis give periodic report to session facilitator.

7. Benefit

Well defined and module task decomposition with proper time and resource management will increase productivity, decrease project time delay. In functional level, different implementation technology may be employed but overall architecture will remain same for serving better industry standard software quality.

8. Discussion

Hope this architecture will help in commercial product development in medium to large scale software industry. Future research may be directed to more light and integrated module development. Practical aspects of this proposed architecture can be evaluated after deployment. But theoretical analysis may indicate practical level gain and quality improvement.
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